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Safety, innovation never stop

n this edition of TransTopix,
we continue to report on the
safety issues and innovations
that we started focusing on in
the Summer 2012 TransTopix.
It is no surprise that we have
more to talk about.
For starters, there is Dave Elsing’s success with North Dakota
Work Force Safety and Insurance.
(See article on page 7.)
In addition, we can boast about
four of the Red River Valley’s
shops going more than four years
each without an industrial loss
and the new automated towing
devices designed, tested and
ready to go to work on our loaders.
Moreover, there are the new
electronic safety audit and other
processes improved by our IT and
safety teams. Those are just a few
of the safety and innovation projects we have going.
We also have a couple of new
loading innovations and
processes that have reduced risk
and improved operations.
When I visited the East Grand
Forks Project, Loader Operator
Mike Scott and EGF’s Project
Manager Nathan Viergutz had the
chance to show me how the new
automated towing device operates. I was impressed with the de-
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sign. I am very pleased with this
safety innovation.
In Idaho, we created a loader
operator certification program.
Each operator earns certification
before he or she can reload beets.
Idaho managers Bill Rogers,
Coral Torix and Jason Strunk did
a fantastic job putting this program together.
I had a chance to visit with
Aaron Litz, a manager at Nampa,
about the program. I was impressed. Aaron not only looked at
this training as a way to improve
handling of sugar beets, but he
took the time to study the safety
plan and understood his loader
loss risk. He is using this training
opportunity to add training to improve loading quality and to reduce future loader losses.
When I visit operations, I in-
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spect key areas. These include
following the Safety Management
Process, ensuring that training
standards are met and that dashboards and vital factor reports are
used properly. I also check to see
that equipment is up to Transystems’ standards and that we meet
our customers’ production and
quality standards.
I appreciate getting a firsthand
look at the innovations our crews
are working on. By inspecting
these items, I get a feel for how
well we are doing and get a
chance to observe the innovations
and improved processes.
I am impressed with how our
people take ownership for improving safety and production
processes.
Revisiting safety and innovation in this edition is no surprise.
I do believe we will have a lot
more to talk about in future editions of TransTopix.
Thank you for the excellent improvements.
Scott Lind
President and COO
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Construction: Built on safety

One of Transystems’ summer construction projects was the Belknap interchange job in Utah. During the beginning phase
of the job, workers dumped roadbase for the shoulder reconstruction on a portion of I-70. RYAN MOORE PHOTO

fter the beets are delivered, Transystems
switches hard hats and
goes looking for summer work. This year
we found plenty of it,
going farther afield than in the
past. We had 11 construction
projects this season, down from a
record 20 last year. While the
number of projects may have decreased, the size and complexity
of the projects this year increased.
The steady rise in off-season
work keeps our trucks rolling and
our people working, hauling
loads of materials to construction

“We are at half the
loss frequency that we
experienced last year.”
Rich Carl,
Vice President of Safety

sites such as roads, highways, airports and land reclamation projects.
As always, safety is the number
one guiding value at Transystems.
Safety priorities may change fom
year to year, but the safety value
is constant.
Restructured management for

the construction division produced great safety results for
Transystems.
In the past, one safety manager
oversaw all the far-flung construction projects. This year, we
tried something new, focusing
construction management around
the existing beet divisions, with
supplementary management and
safety from the Rocky Mountain
division.
Each division contributed to the
team’s safety efforts as each took
charge of projects in their geographic area.
See CONSTRUCTION, Page 4
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Construction: It takes a team
Managers
report on
the job site

Transystems’ construction division had one of its safest years ever. RYAN

MOORE PHOTO

Continued from Page 3

“Everyone really stepped up,”
Steve Torix, Rocky Mountain Division Manager, said. “The division safety managers did an
outstanding job working with the
construction projects this summer
and the help was greatly appreciated.”
The shift in management responsibility provided more help
to supervisors on the individual
construction projects. Division
safety personnel took ownership
of the construction projects in
their areas, putting more focus on
the projects.
“We are at half the loss frequency that we experienced last
year,” Vice President of Safety,
Rich Carl, said.
Our customers have noticed the
improvement as well.
Matt Abrams from Knife River
in Idaho said, “(The Transystems’) team has been doing an
outstanding job for us out here on
4 TransTopix Fall 2012

Summer’s loss-free
success stories

A number of construction projects went the entire season without an
industrial loss.
The projects and the
number of loss-free days
include:

Belknap .................... 186
I-84 ............................ 120
US93 Roadside Park 199
Billings Waste Lime .. 45
D4 Sealcoats .............. 64
SR 162 Kamiah ........ 185
the US-93 project.
The drivers have been doing incredibly well and have facilitated
setting a new paving record for
Knife River Idaho three times on
this job.
“Their professionalism and
safety are highly appreciated.”

D

ivision safety managers noticed a
marked improvement
on construction projects this season.
“We planned better than we have
in the past; better planning equals
better results in my opinion. With
better planning up front, we were
able to train and educate our employees about the jobs, hazards,
and risks we would be facing.
Raising the awareness in turn
keeps us safer in what we do,”
Ryan Fiala, Idaho Division Safety
Manager, said.
“Along with that, I think just the
commitment by our managers and
their dedication to keep their projects the safest they can be pays off.
“Commitment like this makes us
successful in everything we do,”
he added. “Great teamwork
throughout the summer!”
Red River Valley Safety Manager Dave Elsing chalked up some
of the safety improvements to the
audit process.
“Our focus on management and
our safety audits paid off in a safer
construction season,” Dave said.
“Getting audits done, taking corrective action, safety committee
meetings, and involving employees in safety worked for us.”
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A long histor y of innovation

ransystems has a tradition of innovation.
Seventy years ago,
the company was
founded on the notion that delivery of
petroleum products by truck
would supplant delivery by
rail.
During the 1960s, Transystems (then Rice Truck Lines)
participated in a large scale
federal study
of larger and
Editor’s
longer commercial vehinote:
cles.
This is the
Transystems
second in
operated
a series of
many combiarticles
nations of
about the
equipment,
history of
including a
Transystems tank truck
towing two
trailers, a
tank truck
towing a 32-foot tank trailer,
and a tractor pulling semi and
full tank trailers. The latter
combination of tractor and
trailers now is standard in most
of the Rocky Mountain west.
Perhaps the most important
innovation in Transystems’ history is the high cubic volume,
lightweight, bottom discharge
trailer designed specifically for
hauling sugar beets. In 1968,
Mike Rice, eldest son of
founder John Rice, designed
that trailer and opened a new
future for the company.

Sugar beets do not weigh
very much but need to be transported in large volumes in
order to achieve efficiencies of
scale. Mike designed a high
cubic volume trailer with large
bottom discharge gates. He realized that the trailer constructed of steel would be too
heavy to be efficient so he had
a semi-trailer and full trailer
constructed of aluminum.
Experts were skeptical about
the use of aluminum in a trailer
for hauling frozen sugar beets
in cold winter weather. Many
did not believe that the trailers
would last the term of the company’s first contract with Holly
Sugar Corporation. In fact,
some of those original trailers
are operating today, albeit not
in the fleet of Transystems.
Mike also led Transystems in
the effort to reduce the empty
weight of equipment. Today
Transystems’ fleet is among the
lightest weight of any carrier
moving bulk commodities.
Transystems knows how much
an extra pound of empty
weight costs the company in
revenue each year.
CubeLite, the company’s
manufacturing operation, allows Transystems to build and
test innovative equipment. The
fleet of 53-foot bottom discharge trailers in service in the
Minnesota Division is a good
example.
Not all innovations come on
such a large scale.

Several years ago, the
Renville shop crew developed
a novel air scoop that directs
air over tail lights to keep them
visible in snowy and icy conditions.
The Summer 2102 edition of
TransTopix featured extendable
mirrors designed by a collaboration of Transystems employees.
Innovation at Transystems is
not confined to the over-theroad fleet. The safety department developed and
implemented an automated
motor vehicle record (MVR)
rating system that is objective,
accurate, and fast. The maintenance department in the Red
River Valley Division worked
with a vendor to develop an automated vehicle towing system
that allows a loader operator to
tow a truck with neither the operator nor the driver leaving
their cabs. The administration
staff produces daily, electronic
dashboard reports that reflect
accurately the operating efficiency of every project. The
safety department’s electronic
safety audit is another example
of innovation that makes every
employee’s job easier to perform.
Innovation is a key element
of the company’s process of
continuous improvement.
Front line employees who address problems every day are a
critical part of the innovation
process.
Fall 2012 TransTopix 5
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Mud no match for innovators

T

By BEN PURRINGTON
RRV Division
Maintenance Manager

he mud in the pile
yards can get deep,
dark and dangerous.
When that happens,
equipment can get
stuck and drivers and
loader operators can be at risk of
injury.
Transystems saw the need for a
system to protect employees from
injury as well as improve working conditions — no more walking in mud and handling heavy,
muddy tow ropes.
While Kringstad Iron Works
had a Safe-T-Pull set up for agricultural use for years, there was
no design for a loader.
Two years ago, our technicians,
loader operators and managers
took up the challenge. The first
issue was mounting the device on
the equipment. Transystems
needed a safety pull that could
fold up to 90 degrees from horizontal so there was no overhead
danger for employees and so it
would fit on the lowboys. The
existing agricultural design was
run by hydraulic cylinders and
cables and only folded up about
60 degrees from horizontal.
Our first prototype came out a
year ago. It was a very simple
idea of the cable being spooled up
on a shaft, bringing the pull to
90°. An electric switch in the cab
activated an hydraulic motor that
lifted the attachement.
It was a good starting concept,
but the cables still posed a danger. They could cross, break and
6 TransTopix Fall 2012

Transystems’ employees teamed up to perfect a safe way to pull equipment
out of the mud. BEN PURRINGTON PHOTOS

crash. And the operators had to
get out of the cab to unlock the
pull to lower it.
While the first prototype offered a possible solution, it was
not up to Transystems’ standards.
We continued testing the prototype at East Grand Forks while
redesigning the pull with the
manufacturer.
We all knew the first prototype
was not the right fit, but instead
of saying no, everyone kept generating ideas to make improvements. Two of the biggest
contributors were East Grand
Forks loader operators Dave
Grabow and Joe Bruggeman.
They would stay after their shifts

and offer ideas and concepts.
Then they would test the ideas in
the field and relay their findings
to managers.
Last spring, the concept got
closer to reality. The new version
of the automated towing device
has no cables; instead it runs on
hydraulics. The hydraulics are
powered by a self-contained hydraulic unit with wireless controls.
We were getting close, but we
still lacked a good design for a
locking mechanism to hold the
pull in the air. Operators still
needed to get out and unlock it.
Transystems was not satisfied
with putting employees at risk.
This summer we finally nailed
it with a lock that runs off the hydraulic system. In August of
2012, the first Transystems-designed automated towing device
was installed on a loader in East
Grand Forks, with 16 more coming to the RRV this fall. Other divisions are also ordering the new
automated towing device.
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Safety pays in Red River Valley
Elsing’s team
works with N.D.
to boost safety,
slash insurance
premiums

N

orth Dakota’s Work
Force Safety Insurance Program (WSI)
sets the bar high for
safety in the workplace. But not so
high that Dave Elsing and his
staff couldn’t meet it or beat it to
earn a 25 percent reduction in
Transystems insurance premiums
in North Dakota.
The state offers two programs
and the RRV division signed up
for both of them: the Safety Action Menu (SAM) and the Safety
Management Program (SMP).
SAM covers safety committees,
defensive driving, vehicle maintenance, and the drug-free workplace program. The SMP is
basically safety training, Dave
said. That includes hazard recognition (Tranystems’ safety audit
process) and accident investigation.
“We beat everything they asked
for,” Dave said. That’s two years
in a row.
Pulling records and providing
documentation is no small task.
With lots of help from other employees, Dave compiled a 2-inch
thick notebook, detailing Transystems’ safety programs and accomplishments.
“Each year, we have to get our

Dave Elsing, RRV Safety Manager

safe driver training program approved through WSI. Each year
we’ve been enrolled in the program, we have met or exceeded
the state’s defensive driving
course requirements,” Dave said.
“We submitted seven courses for
state approval. Our goal was to
have 99 percent completion of
the driver training courses. We
reached it.”
Next year, Dave’s team is aiming even higher: 100 percent
completion.
“We’ve been very successful in
safety,” Dave said. “It comes
from drivers and managers focusing on the safety process and
safety in the workplace.”
Safety refresher courses get the
knowledge spread around.
“The state auditors are very
happy with what we are doing,
Dave said. “An auditor comes in
twice a year and looks at where
we are at.”
“It’s rewarding to have an outside source come in and audit
your safety programs. It feels
great to meet or exceed their ex-

pectations and to prove that we
are one of the safest companies
out there operating.”
Even thought the RRV has
reached the maximum deduction
allowed, Dave is signing up for
more.
WSI is offering a new Safe Lift
program next year. It won’t increase our premium deduction,
but the Safe Lift program will
help us implement safe lifting.
We do a lot of it already, but it’s
another way to get outside information and it helps us be better.
We are currently enrolled in two
programs; Safe Lift will make it
three.
“The discount is outstanding,
but the information and the ability to show our employees how to
improve our safety culture is a reward that is even greater than a
reduction in our premium,” Dave
said. “It’s immeasurable.”
To maintain that safety record,
RRV’s shops are inspected by
Dave, lead technicians from all
the shops and the maintenance
manager at least twice a year.
“It gives the lead techs an opportunity to see OSHA compliance issues and to help each other
out,” Dave said of the inspections.
When the techs visit each others’ shops, they may be able to
spot something that has been
overlooked.
The same safety standards and
practices are at work throughout
Transystems, but premium savings are an extra payback only in
North Dakota.
Fall 2012 TransTopix 7
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Committees nurture seeds of safety

n each of Transystems’ 16
locations, a concerned group
of co-workers is going the
extra mile to make the workplace safer. Members of each
safety committee have a
ground-level view of what is
going on. That perspective is vital
to improving life at Transystems.
Committees’ ideas and input have
paid off time after time.

Safety committees in action
Deer were taking their toll on
the Red River Valley’s equipment
and drivers. Three years ago, 24
deer hits cost the company thousands of dollars. The next year
was worse: 28 deer hits.
That’s when the Valley’s safety
committees stepped in with a silver dollar-sized solution. In 2011,
East Grand Forks and Hillsboro
projects were the first to install
small but effective deer alerts on
tractor-trailer units. “We saw a
drastic change in the number of
deer hits,” Dave Elsing, RRV Division Safety Manager, said.
The chirping devices, which
also emit a subsonic noise only
deer can hear, were placed on all
the RRV tractor-trailers. Deer hits
plummeted to 11 for the division.
This fall, the alerts will be installed on all company vehicles in
the Valley, Dave said. The divisions’ technicians have have mastered installing them. It takes less
than 30 minutes to attach the alert
to a vehicle.
That’s time and money wellspent, but it’s only part of the division’s method of dealing with
deer hits.
“Deer alerts are one more tool
we use in safe driving,” Dave
See COMMITTEES, Page 9
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Attending a recent

Belknap Safety
Committee were,
clockwise from
lower left, Jason
Sorrick, David
“Fluffy” Lines,
Nancy Jensen,
Kailyn Moore,
Ryan Moore,
Steve Torix, Curtis Bly and John
Welker. BELOW:
East Grand
Forks lights up
for safety.

E

The door is open, let’s talk safety
ach month and at every
work site for the past 30
years, Transystems
safety committees have
gathered to discuss
safety issues and propose
solutions to problems.
The six to ten-member committees are made up of employees
from all job descriptions, providing a broad perspective to make
sure no safety concern is overlooked. Drivers, loader operators,
technicians, administrative people,
project managers and employees
from other job classifications join
the committees to share safety
concerns from diverse viewpoints.
Committee members routinely
invite other site employees to attend the meetings to promote what
the committee is doing and help
recruit new members.
Committee meetings always are

To learn more about Transystems’ safety committees,
contact your manager.

open to all employees.
Although the committees have
worked well for nearly three
decades, there’s always room for
improvement. “A few years ago
we changed the format of the
meetings,” Rich Carl, Vice President of Safety, said. “I wanted to
encourage involvement from
everyone in the group, so we created positions within the committees.” Now there is a chairperson,
a scribe, an audit analyst, a loss
analyst and a time keeper.
Minutes are created during the
meeting and posted for all employees to see.
“I am real proud of our safety
committees,” Rich concluded.
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PPE: Dressed for success, safety
By RICH CARL
Vice President of Safety

ersonal protection equipment (PPE) creates a barrier between a person and
a safety threat.
Each job poses different
safety risks so Transystems specifies PPE for each job
and often for different functions of
a job. For example, a technician
wears safety glasses but substitutes
a face shield when grinding.
Transystems strives for balance
between safety and comfort when
determining the elements of PPE
for each job, but when there is a
question the company always
comes down on the side of safety.
Some aspects of PPE are not immediately evident. Why does a
technician wear ear protection
while welding? One would think to
reduce noise, but welding is not a
very noisy activity. The ear plugs
prevent welding splatter from entering and damaging the ear drum.
Proper dress is an important part

Committees:

Continued from Page 8

said. “Our standard procedures for
avoiding a deer hit and driver training are the biggest help in using
that new tool. We do a lot of training every year.”
Drivers learn to be aware of
where the deer are, in shelter belts
and ditches, and to focus on that.
They learn not to swerve when
they spot a deer is spotted and to
use approaching vehicles’ headlights to check for deer.
“The alerts are a tool to be used
with our procedures to eliminate
deer hits,” Dave said.

of PPE. Sleeves on shirts, long
pants, and appropriate footwear
are important to working
safely. The material in
clothing may play a role
in safety. Some fabrics
are flammable. Others
may melt. Nylon clothing may generate static
electricity that could ignite a fire.
Proper use of PPE is
essential to its effectiveness. For example, a hard
hat has an internal suspension that does not
function properly when
the hard hat is worn over
a baseball cap. A reflective vest that is not properly closed could catch on
a door handle or ladder.
PPE does not make us bullet proof. When working in
the dark, one should not assume that a reflective vest will
alert another. One always
should work as if one did not
have the benefit of PPE.
Night lights

Safety audits shined a light on a
dark spot in East Grand Forks preand post-trip checks. When the lack
of adequate lighting in the parking
area and at wash stations was written up as unsafe by drivers, Transystems employees got together
with American Crystal to figure a
way to solve the problem.
At the beginning of last year’s
campaign, Nathan Viergutz and his
crew installed four lights on 40foot poles in the area. “It’s 100 percent lighted now. It’s almost like
daylight,” Dave Elsing said.
Light is a good thing in the dark
when 144 pre- and post-trip checks

PPE at home
Transystems wants people to
take home safe working practices, including use of PPE.
Wear long pants and appropriate shoes or boots when
mowing the lawn. Debris
comes out of a mower
at 200 MPH.
Think about what
piece of PPE could
prevent injury when
doing chores. Eye
protection while
washing windows or
the car could prevent
injury. A shop vac
may be loud enough
to warrant ear plugs.
Do not forget the seat
belt. It is probably the
most important piece of
PPE that people use daily.
When used properly, a seat
belt also corrects back
posture. We hope our employees set good examples for their families by
always buckling up.

are conducted during shift change.
Salt solution
The Service Center’s safety committee came up with the idea of
“salt” stations in the parking lot
last year. Post-mounted boxes
around the parking lot provide employees with easy access to salt
and grit to ensure a safe walk
into work.
The best thing about the widespread committees’ ideas is that
they travel throughout the company. Deer alerts are now found on
about 150 of Transystems’ tractors.
Lighting has been improved at hoppers and fuel islands, as well as in
shops and at pile sites. And salt stations have migrated to all locations.
Fall 2012 TransTopix 9
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Electronic audits amp up safety
ransytems is stepping off the

paper trail in its pursuit of safer
working conditions for employees. At the beginning of
the year, Vice President of
Safety, Rich Carl, and his team developed a concept for electronic safety audits. By 2013, the program will go from
concept to reality.
Employees will use a handheld electronic device to record quickly and uniformly the results of safety audits. The
device lets employees scroll through different parts of the audit, covering everything from a pothole in the parking lot to
a burned out light bulb in the hall.
After identifying an unsafe condition,
the device offers options to clarify the
report and it is capable of photographing
the problem and passing it along with
suggestions for corrective actions.
The electronic audits and the corrective actions will continue to be monitored and administered at the project
level. No more filling out paper forms
and passing them on to clerks to input
and pass on to supervisors who address
corrective action.
“The new system is aimed at improving corrective actions and the regularity
of the audits,” Rich said. Each of Transystems’ employees completes one
safety audit every month. That means a
lot of eyes are looking out for safety in
the workplace. This system will make it
easier and less subjective to identify a
possible hazard. It also will provide consistency because the electronic audit is
capable of categorizing the frequency of
a problem, making it easier to identify a
trend.
“If everyone is reporting the same

Precious
cargo
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For more information about the
audit process, see your manager
for the SOP on safety audits.

way, we can identify trends,” Rich said.
“It’s a regular, systematic process. Each
person’s perception of a hazard is different. What I see as a hazard, another person may not. The audit process allows
us to identify potential risks before a
loss occurs.”
Timeliness is essential because audits
provide a snapshot of unsafe conditions
or acts during a single shift. Getting that
snapshot to a manager quickly, during
the same shift, is vital because working
and safety conditions change with short
notice or none at all. Managers and supervisors review each audit and note
safety problems cited.
“The safety audits we do are working.
The new electronic audit will make the
audit process even better,” Rich said.

Beyond audits
The company has a second hazard reporting system that is above and beyond
the regular audit process. When any employee spots a hazard, the employee
completes and submits a hazard report.
This is the case even when the employee
has not been designated to perform a
routine audit.
“If an employee spots a dead deer in
the road along one of our routes, he or
she would fill out a hazard report so
other drivers could be alerted that deer
are in the area,” Rich said. The hazard
reporting system is used as situations
arise and change.

“There are a lot of

commodities being
shipped on our roads
and highways. The

school kids riding in
those bright yellow
buses are the most precious commodity of all.

“I love it!

This will help
propel our audit
process to a new
level. It will
help track and
correct unsafe
condition and
acts in a very
timely manner. I
tried the new
handheld device
and think this
will be a big
asset for all employees and
managers. It’s
in the early
stages of something great.
With all employees’ input, we
will have a
great user
friendly tool in
our hands.”
Tim Plumley,

Hillsboro Project Manager

Keep an eye out for
them.”

Safety tip from Steve Torix,
Rocky Mountain Division
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Division Reports

New faces, new equipment for Idaho
t’s looking like a record sugar
beet crop in Idaho and our division is ready to handle it
with new personnel and new
equipment.
After the summer projects wrap
up, equipment is relocated to
begin the beet harvest and haul.
This year, management personnel
are on the move, too.
Brent Abbott moved from
American Falls to take up duties
as the new Project Manager in
Nampa. Doug Chutich is a new
supervisor on that project
Shannon Bales comes to American Falls as Project Manager after
working as a supervisor at Paul.
Doug Archibald is a new supervisor at American Falls.
And Harvey Bell returns to
Transystems as a supervisor at
Paul.
Kirk Ellingford is the new

Boise Project
Manager.
Most of our
drivers returned
to work this fall.
As the campaign began in
mid September
in Twin Falls, Paul and American
Falls, the drivers’ seats were
nearly full at 96 percent. Start-up
date for Nampa was September
21.
New equipment in the Idaho
Division includes 26 sleeper tractors and extendable, drop deck
trailers; 90 Cascadia day cabs and
twenty 22-foot pups; eight John
Deer loaders and two field sugar
beet loading and cleaning machines.
Summer work ended on a high
note with two projects going lossfree all summer long.

Everyone worked hard with
Joel Garrison and Brian Barton
setting the standard with loss-free
projects.
Several summer gatherings
were held to celebrate our employees, potential employees and
our military veterans.
We had a joint picnic for Twin
Falls and Paul and one each at
Nampa and American Falls. A
veterans’ appreciation picnic
kicked off the summer in Blackfoot.
As we begin the beet campaign,
we are in better shape than we
ever have been for drivers and
equipment. It’s going to be a
good season.

alk about a tight turnaround in the Rocky
Mountain Division. Most
summer construction
ended September 7, and we
started cranking into gear on the
Worland campaign the next day.
This summer’s construction
projects went very well. We were
spread out from North Dakota to
southern Utah and clear over to
northern Idaho. While we covered a big area, everyone worked
hard and got projects done safely.
I would like to thank everyone
involved in construction this past
season. The safety managers from
all Transystems’ divisions did a

super job. Dave
Elsing, Ryan
Fiala, Troy Carl,
Kevin Iversen
and Scott Lind
were outstanding
working with
construction.
And thanks especially to our drivers. They worked hard. They
worked safely and really put out
extra effort when needed. They
are the backbone of a successful
season.
Safety is a major yardstick of
success. I sat in on a safety committee meeting in Belknap and I
was really impressed with the

group’s effort. We can count on
them to come up with some great
ideas and keep an eye out nonstop for our employees’ safety.
The beet crop looks really, really good. The folks at Worland
say it is their best crop ever. It
looks like the crop will be five
tons per acre more than we
thought. They are really excited
about that and so am I.
The trailers will be full of beets
and the tractors full of drivers
when the campaign hits its stride.
We all look forward to safe beet
haul.
Steve Torix, Manager,
Rocky Mountain Division

T

Kevin Iversen,
Vice President and
General Manager,
Idaho Division

As construction wraps up, beets ramp up
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Shop safety stars shine in RRV

Four of the five Red
River Valley shops have
amassed more than
1,000 days each of lossfree work.
Hillsboro leads the
pack with 1,596 loss-free
days. Pictured, left to
right, are Aaron Vigness
and Mark Buethner. Not
pictured are Edgar Carrenza and Ben Jirout.

D

The Moorhead shop is near 1,000 loss-free
days. The crew includes Jon Szabo, pictured
above, Mark Smith and Travis Schultz.

Division Report

RRV campaign off to stellar start
ry roads, dry pile sites,
clean beets and new
equipment made for an
outstanding start to the
sugar beet campaign in the Red
River Valley. We hauled our first
beets right on schedule on August
17.
Everyone in the division
worked hard to make the season
opener a smooth one.
The RRV managers pulled together and went the extra mile for
a great start up, putting in lots of
extra hours. Our drivers and
loader operators picked up extra
shifts, our technicians worked
overtime to get the equipment
ready to roll and our clerks
worked hard getting everyone activated.
I can tell you, our customer is
happy with the way we are performing and so am I.
Staffing has gone very well this
year, but with a big crop on the
way recruiting is still in full
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swing.
We will have
lots of work for
everyone, based
on the size of
this year’s
bumper crop.
We will likely be working until
late May in the yards to take care
of all the beets.
The new trucks are fantastic
and are getting great reviews
from our drivers.
They love the new air ride front
suspensions because they take out
so much of the vibration. The
trucks are smooth and quiet and
our people really enjoy driving
them. And, uffdah, they pull real
good in the wind. Around here
that really matters.
The McKenzie County, N.D.,
project got off to a slow start this
summer, but everyone did a great
job keeping it moving along. I’m
calling it a big success.
We wrapped up our final sum-

mer work there on September 7,
bringing our supervisors and
technicians home as Sidney
stepped in with equipment and
people to finish the project.
That turned out to be a great opportunity. It kept Sidney’s drivers
working and helped us to ramp up
more quickly in the RRV.
We saluted our hard-working
employees with picnics at every
project this summer, and also
hosted a number of events to
honor veterans in the communities where we live and work.
I can’t stress enough how happy
I am with the way everyone is
doing business right now.
A great startup is the first step
in a great campaign all the way
around. Thank you and keep up
the good work.

Troy Carl, Vice President
and RRV Division
General Manager

A
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RRV: Leaders in loss-free
Far right: Kevin
Kasprowich and Todd
Dahl are at 1,084
loss-free days in
Drayton.
Right: Ryan Wagner,
left, is from the
Crookston shop,
which has 1,551 lossfree days. He is pictured with Mark
Smith of Moorhead.

A

Division Report

Minnesota kicks off with safety in mind
s startup and harvest begin,
we take steps to ensure the
safety of our employees and
our company.
In the days before the campaign began, we held two very
important meetings: the new-hire,
on-site orientation and the rehire
on-site orientation. We ran all
employees through a series of
checklist items. The administrative team double-checked all paperwork and compliance. Each
employee was then paired with a
trainer, who walked him or her
through a thorough pre-trip
equipment inspection. This was
an excellent opportunity to point
out the new features on our new
tractors.
After completing the pre-trip
inspection, drivers got reacquainted with our Trimble systems and went on duty. Each
driver went through a specific
driving course, which included
crossing the hoppers and a series
of turning training exercises to
sharpen skills that may have gotten a bit rusty in the off season.

After the driving portion,
drivers returned
to our fuel island to be introduced to our
diesel exhaust
fluid handling
and our fuel recording. Then the
drivers were given their schedules with unit number and start
time.
Loader operators had similar
training. They pre-tripped the
new loaders, got familiar with
our new joystick-operated loaders, and went into and out of
Trimble. They also received their
schedules and went over their paperwork.
The meetings served multiple
purposes. Breaking the ice for
new hires, and sharpening skills
and building new habits seem to
pay dividends. The feedback I received has been outstanding and
the training well-received. It
helps to get back into the swing
of how we do things.

The result of our efforts was an
excellent first week of operations,
safe and uneventful.
We added another cleanerloader and offered additional
training. We spent nearly a week
building clamps in the yard and
honing our skills reloading numerous trucks. We reloaded a test
field for SMBSC, putting our
training to the test.
Once again, our employees responded admirably to our request
to grow and change in order to
support our customer’s growth.
Along with the new equipment
and new training, we got a new
team member. Scott Pederson accepted the position of night supervisor in Renville. Scott
previously was a driver for Transystems and brings to us years of
driver training experience as well
as a real passion for our safety
culture.
Let’s continue a great start to a
safe and productive year.

Mike Rood, Manager,
Minnesota Division
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Good news

Oh, baby! Transystems’ family grows

T

he season brought
bumper crops of beets
and babies.
Above, Kevin and Sarah
Cope’s newest little girl,
Aurora Genevieve, arrived
Sept. 13. She weighed 9
pounds 6 ounces and was 22
inches long. Aurora is Kevin’s
fifth daughter. Adessa, 22, and
Sydney, 18, are both attending
college. But Atalissa, 5, and
Alexandria, 3, are excited for
new little sister “Rory” to come
home.

There was double good news
in Idaho. Joel and Megan Garrison and big brother Jace welcomed baby Jerett Ray on July
Happy birthday!
October

1: Claude Evans, Tony Garrison II,
Benjamin Haarup, Paul Unrhu
2: Aleksander Nelson, James Welk.
3: David Gregoire, August
Halbesleben.
4: Dean Swenson, Jason Weeks.
5: Zane Cecil, Joel Fiedler.
6: Daniel Brennan, Ray Deleon,
Lance Sharkey, Thomas Ziebach.
7: Kristine Carl, Randal Egstad,
William Emmett, Lloyd Hensley,

18. He was 21 inches long and
weighed 7 pounds 10 ounces.
On July 24, Ryan and Colby
Fiala greeted Ezekiel Ryan. He
weighed 8 pounds and was 20.5
inches long. They call him
Zeke.
Babies were good news in
Sidney and Worland, too.
Jeniffer and Luke See’s newest
addition, Mia Ann, arrived July
31. She weighed 8 pounds and
was 20 inches long. She joins
older siblings Aaron and Avery.
In Worland, Nancy Jensen
was blessed with two grandchildren. Her grandson, Kael,
was born June 25 and granddaughter, Paiddon, arrived July
14.

Glenn Holweger, Clyde Opdahl.
8: Marvin Novak, Jeff Sylskar, David
Wedel, Kriss Weigel.
9: Allen Becker, Karon Haskins,
Steve Torix.
10: Jack Turner Sr.
11: Alan Barnes, Ohran Hasanovic,
Duane Rector.
12: Gary Bergman, Coral Kidd,
Travis Schultz, Mary Sietsema, Ryan
Wagner, W. Michael Wilcox.
14: Steven Hager, Jami Hollon,
Roger Lester.
15: Keith Needham, Fausto Palomarez, Bruce Voelker.
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16: James Thara.
17: Martin Aspiazu, Heather Hadley,
Shannin Nielsen.
18: Cody Campbell.
19: Dennis Aldrich, John Schenck.
20: George Bohr, Jimmy France,
Nancy Jensen, Rodney Latta, Daniel
Schwerin.
21: Odney Ellingson, Rory Lindquist.
22: David Lubarski.
23: Marisa Bustamante, Benito
Molina, Michael Tammaro, Brian
Walters.
24: Matthew Hoffman.
25: Robert Enriquez.

New babies include, from top, Mia See, Zeke Fiala
and Jerett Garrison.
26: Richard Martinez, Ann Powers.
27: Dale Anderson, Richard Dyer,
Myron Harbaugh, Doug Miller.
28: Ernie Conan, Louis Furstenau,
Timothy Perreira, Errol Rice.
29: Matthew Altepeter, John Hoadley
Jr., Mario Reyes.
30: Eric Escobedo.
31: Duncan Templer, Mark Wilkinson.

November

1: Ronald Duarte, Mark Hanson.
2: Pedro Hinojosa, Danielle McNew,
Robert Middlestead, Wayne Peterson.

3: Dennis Anderson, Matthew Dixon,
Cedar Leonard, Edwin Pope.
4: Mike Hunter, Richard Jackson.
5: John Jones, Jose Martinez,
James Olson, Jeniffer See.
6: Mark Ouellette.
7: Jayce McClain, David Moore,
Steven Tanner.
8: Nicholas Leach, James Wishart.
9: Tamra Harbaugh.
10: Avery Durfee, Noe Jarquin,
William Jore, William Schuelke.
11: Nathan Peters, Channing Wolfe.
12: Luke Thompson.
13: Terry Johnson, Delbert Starr.
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Good news

Picture-perfect picnics

Sidney Senior Project
Manager Todd Albright
and his granddaughter
Lexi played golf at the
Sidney picnic

Picnic bonus

TOP: Two vets arrive for a Serving Those Who Served picnic in
Blackfoot. ABOVE: Darrell
McVey, Rocky Ridge and Bill
Rogers visited at the Idaho picnic.

Jessica Harris and Jason Strunk photos

About 130
people attended the
Renville picnic
and two lucky
kids won bikes
in random
drawings

Riding for a good cause
Barb Albro and Scott
Lind took two different
rides to raise money for
Special Olympics.
Barb rode her bicycle 75
miles to raise $1,230. “I
was shooting for 100
miles. It was a great event
for Special Olympics,”
Barb said.
The numbers tell the

Happy birthday!

November

13: Terry Johnson, Delbert Starr.
14: Stacy Evanson, David Neal.
15: Colin Basta, George Steinmetz,
Timothy Warren.
16: Edgar Carranza, Bryon Morgan.
17: Douglas Chutich.
18: David Grabow, Jason Mitchell,
Timothy Ostriwski.
19: Margo Barnett, Dwayne Bratten,
Gregory Jenson, Fred Larson.
20: Steve Amundson, Sean Conklin.
21: Harriet Anderson, Robert Stirling,
Daniel Thorson, Mark Unruh.

success story of Scott’s inaugural Ride for Respect
on Aug. 22-23: $17,962
raise for Special
Olympics; 600 miles in
two days; nine motorcycle
riders and a bunch of great
support with inspiration to
spare. Plans are already
being made for the second
annual event.

22: Clarence Brown, Donald Day,
Wallace Evans Jr.
23: Vance Bales, Larry Wagner,
Ricky Walker.
24: Tim Plumley.
25: Anthony Lot.
26: Peter Haugen, Curtis Larsen,
Scott Pederson.
27: Robert Amerine, Kylen Hagen.
28: Howard Mather, Leo Monson.
29: Cheyenne Davis, Thomas
Gustafson, Johnny Thayer, Michael
Thompson.
30: Dale Gunufson, Suzanne Spade.

December

1: Nathan Carson, Ronald Schlaht.
2: Todd Albright, Orville Blekestad,

L

Information Coordinator for
Safety and Compliance Officer Liz Carroll and her son
Aidan kicked and punched
their way to blue belts in
karate. Matt Carroll photos

Liz and son get their
kicks out of karate

iz Carroll kicked
and punched her
way to a blue
belt in karate this
summer. But she didn’t
do it solo. Her 8-year-old
son Aidan was punching
and kicking right alongside her on his way to
the same goal.
The athletes’ test took
almost four hours,
packed with non-stop
kicks, punches and selfdefense. To wrap it up,
they did some board
breaking.
“We are now at the
mid-point in our progression,” Liz said. The belt
levels are white, gold,
green, blue, purple,
brown and black.

Keith Boerner, Lee Eken, Richard
Koopman.
3: Wayne Dart.
4: Craig Andreen, Charles Carignan, Todd Dahl, Russel Oyler, Peter
Sandoval.
5: Roy New.
6: Ryan Banderob, Nathan Crump,
Scott Dibben, Brynen Larson, Jeffrey
Thrall, Richard Trapp.
7: Bruce Olson, Brian Ross, Angel
Silva, Timothy Tauber, Irvin Woodworth.
8: Colten Christensen, Alan Larsen,
Francisco Lemus, Lyle Wang.
9: Randy Hills, Darrell McVey, Aaron
Woolman.

Liz began karate
classes about two years
ago. It took her 16
months to advance from
green to blue.
Karate has been a family affair for the Carrolls.
Daughter Amber started
taking Chinese Kempo
lessons when she was 7
and had earned her
brown belt within three
and a half years. Now15,
she’s taking a break from
karate.
Liz’s husband Matt
joined his family in
karate after returning
from deployment in
Afghanistan last year. He
made it to his gold belt
before an online Master’s degree program
claimed his attention.

10: Charles Kopacek, Doyle
Schwisow.
12: Joseph Berrett, David Crawford,
Tracy Ridley, Gerald Riopelle.
13: Thomas Beitz, Steven Fazekas,
Richard Holmgren, Kelvin Iverson,
Danile McCrorey, Robert Miller.
14: Gregg Gietzen.
15: Scott Anderson, Shenika Bordeaux-Collins, Robert Hill, Stephen
Johnson, Gary Roehl.
16: Monica Castaneda, Lucas
Slagter.
17: Todd Wallum.
18: Gary Champ, Cindy Fuglem,
Cory Mathues, Ronald McGregor.
19: Stephen Bellem, Kieth Cummins,

Glenn Humphries, Leland Peterson.
21: Floyd Moseley.
22: Lawrence Gangle.
23: Charles Christians.
24: Tyrell Thomas.
25: William Morrison, Michael Senger.
26: Terrence McManus.
27: Dean Helm, Estreberto Loya,
Morgan Ruggles.
28: Richard Archibeque, Brian Gerrard.
29: Nichole Peichel.
30: Rocky Ridge, Jaide Schoenen,
Mark Stettler.
31: Terry Roberts, Michael Ryan, Armandina Salinas.
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Parting shot

FIRST DAY ON THE JOB: On September 13, Cruiz Bales fired up the new cleaner/loader at Twin
Falls while driver Charlie Mathews waited for his load of beets. Joel Garrison photo
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